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Family and Friends is a
21
smashii ig successI
By MareiRancourt
Staff Wiper
- I
I
A carniPal-like atmosphere took over the University of Maine
i 
,.this wee end as the 21st Annual Family and Friends Weekend
passed ftto the historY books. 
Threat i by Mother Nature didn't seem to hinder the majority of the
enthusi4tic crowd that gathered to witness activities ranging from
inedidviil battles to chainsaw art to football.
From lo a.m. to 1 p.m people gathered on the mall and focused
their attention on individual displays and fund raisers which
LIMaine- students and organizations put together.
If an individual had ever dreamed of being a swashbuckler of
medieval times living the life of the musketeer, the duelist, or the
master ifif the rapier then the display put on by The Society for
Creative Anachronisms in conjunction with the Orono Blade Society
was the place to be.
If carvi ng with a chainsaw sounds interesting then Rodney Richard
Jr. - was the man to watch as he carved out objects through the use
of a chainsaw. 
.
Richard said his family has seen three generations of woodcarvers
but it is "just a hobby." I
That "hobby" has taken his family's work to the Smithrnian
Institution twice. I
More of Richard's work can be seen at their Rangelgstore eUtitled
Mad Whittla Maine Crafts. i
Patience was the key at Alpha Tau Omega's 2nd Annual Co Drop
display. Here individuals could take their chances on winni g $50
by correctly choosing which rectangle Eula the cow was going to
See FAMILY on page 15
Premed student wins award
.-‘ligela M. :Sky er, a jaiiika premedical student at the Unis ersioty of Maine, is the third recipient
of the Mildred McPheters Clapp Award, a six-year scholarship paying for junior and senior
years at UMaine and four years of medical school. Meyer accepts the award from Howard
• Patterson, left, chairperson of the ['Maine Health Professions Committee, and Milton Clapp, the
donor of the scholarship.
Americans move from food obsession to diet obsession
Editor's note—Americans were not al-
ways so thin-obsessed: a belly once was a
sign of prosperity. As the middle classes
began to prosper, however, their figures
did, too, and plump became decidedly or-
dinary. The yearning for a thin Inkly has
developed into far nzore than a temporary
fancy.
This is the first of a three-part series.
By Mary MacVean
Associated Press
Staff Writer
In childhood, chef David Liederman re-
calls his brother and his stepfather lunging
— forks first — toward the last pork chop.
Dad speared the brother, and in the chaos.
Liederman came up with the chop
-We wee so eager to get to the portion
that we barely tasted what we were eating
Inside
and whatever hit the table was desired as
:f hit by a buzz saw," he said.
Liederman was off on a decades-long
journey of devouring that eventually led
him to map trips through France aimed at
hitting as rtnany three-star restaurants as
possible. At 38, he topped 300 pounds.
He opened two New York City restaurants
and a chainlofchocolate chip cookie shops,
called Day
dropped 1
years and
cious Wei
obsessed
d's cookies. And though he has
pounds, kept it off for three
ritten a book, "David's Deli-
ht-Loss Program," he remains
ith food.
"My biggest project in life is to keep from
getting fat!" said Liederman, now 41. "If
you believe the way I do that compulsive
eating isinot only-a sickness but an-addic-
tion, how do you get rid of the problem
without spending psychological energy?"
(Inc therapist likened his situation to
"psychological tyranny." But Liederman.
for now, is contenti
He carries a pocket diary everywhere,
recording every single taste of food in tiny
little letters, down to the spoonful of clear
broth and mushroom soup tasted at his
Broadway Cafe. He is fanatic about daily
exercise, usually with a trainer.' At 5-foot-
11 and about 180 pounds, he looks healthy
and moves fast.
"My goal in life is for someone to say,
You look terrible, David. Eat some thing,—
he said.
Millions of Americansfeel an iminediate
affinity with those words. Half the adult
women and 30 percent of adult men in this
country are on a diet. Americans spent
more than $30 billion trying to lose weight
or keep it off last year, and a congressional
committee is investigating the industry.
Still, an estimated 34 million American
News Briefs, page 2
Comics, page 10
Editorials, page 8
Sports, page 11
Weather
Today:
Chi nce of Showers.
highs in the mid-50's
Tuesday:
Colder but lair,
highs in the 40's
Sports
!Maine Football drops
third consecutive gene
to UNh with a score of
28-20.
See story on page 11 of
the Sports Pages.
adults are obese — that is, they weigh at
least 20 percent over their ideal weight.
"The aesthetic ideal is so lean, and now
athletic, that it's simply impossible for
many people to attain that ideal," said
Kelly Brownell, co-director of the Obesity
Research Clinic at the University of
Pennsylvania. "Many people lose to a
healthy weight, but they don't feel satisfied.
"They push beyond the aesthetic ideal,
and their body fights back, their body
wins, and they end up at a higher weight."
Americans turn to self-help books, re- -
taxation techniques, Overeaters Anony-
mous, Weight Watchers, modified fasts,
1 iqu id diets, liposuction, wired jaws, stapled
stomachs, grapefruits, acupuncture, hyp-
notism, fatty photos on the refriseratcir,
fake fats, artificial sugars, jogging. spas,
See FOOD on page 15
World
Comedian Rodney Dan-
gerfield is under fire
from Las Vegas lawyers
who think his routines
are foul-mouthed and
obnoxious.
See story on page 2
•
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Comedian Ceasar's goes to court
By Tim Dahlberg
Associated Press Writer
LAS VEGAS, NEV. (AP) _ Comedian
Rodney Dangerfield says he just wants to
make people laugh, but lawyers for a ca-
sino-hotel have portrayed him as a foul-
mouthed malingerer with a vindictive
streak..
"You're trying to make me out to be a liar
and I'm not." Dangerfield said at one point
during three days of often combative testi-
mony in his $5 million lawsuit against
Caesars Palace. t
Far the last two weeks, Dangerfield and
Caesars Palace have been lockedin a bitter
court fight over an eye injury the comedian
says he suffered in a steam bath when a
burst of steam hit him in the face in March
1988.
Jurors are expected to decide sometime
this week whether the man who gets no
respect suffered lasting eye damage or
whether Caesars, which filed a countersuit,
should be compensated because he missed
five shows.
"The injuries were a figment of his fertile
comedic imagination." said Caesars at-
torney Louis Meisinger, who called the 68
year-old comic a "petulant performer" in
opening arguments.
Dangertield, known for film comedies
such as "Caddyshack" and "Back to
School" as well as his standup act, wasn't
in a funny mood.
"The last thing !wanted was to be involved
in this," he said. "J'm happy when I'm
writing jokes and making people laugh."
Dangerfield said he was determined to,
win his battle against the resort where he
once starred before sold-out audiences.
Since the accident, he has worked at Bally's-
-It's very costly for me to do this but I
had to do it because I know I'm right,"
Dangerfield said. "I'm not trying to get
even with anybody, but I wasn't treated
right and I coundn't walk away from
this."
Dangerfield complained on the witness
stand that Caesars executives didn't fully
believe he was injured in the incident
following the opening night of a week-
long performance.
"I was shocked at how they would
handle this thing," Dangerfield testified.
"I never heard of such a lack of com-
passion in my life."
He skipped four performances, claim-
ing his eyes were too sensitive aci  light to
perform.
After returning for two shows, he
walked offstage without performing on
closing night, miffed at Caesars for
wanting to withhold his $45,000-a-Staw
fee for the nights he missed.
"I just coundn't be funny for these
people." said Dangerfield, who advised
the showroom crowd of 1,200 to get
refunds, even far any tips they gave
showroom workers.
Caesars introduced evidence showing
Dangerfield 'vent to the fights one night
he didn't perform, and to see a comedy
show another night. A doctor who ex-
amined him after the steam incident said
he thought Dangerfield could perform.
Eye specialists testified that symptoms
Dangerfield claims he has had since the
accident first appeared in the mid-1970s.
They said Dangerfield may have hurt
himself further by his repeated use over
the years of a topical anesthetic used in
surgery on his eyes.
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News In Brief
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Senate Judi-
cary Committee Sunday opened confirma-
tion hearings on supreme Court nominee
David Souter, and the panel's chairman
appealed ot him for a "glimpse into your
heart" on issues such as privacy and equal
rights. '
Souter sat quietly in the cavernous com-
mittee room as Sen. Joeseph Biden, D-Del.
said lawmakers had a "duty to discover" his
views on a range of issues that might come
before the court. He did not single,out
abortion.
SYDNEY. Mistral ia (AP) - A commercial
spaceport, a futuristic city and a 220 mph
train are on the drawing board to take Aus-
tralia into the 21st century.
And federal and state governments are
pursuing a politically fail-safe policy by
letting private enterprise take most of the
economic risk for the projects, estimated to
cost $24 billion.
Environmental, social and financial hur-
dles remain for the projects:
The Cape York spaceport hopes to launch
U.S.-made- satellites on Soviet rockets to
take advantage of the rapidly growing com-
mercial market.
The city of the future, known by the un-
wieldy name of Multi function Polls. is aimed
at creating a high-tech center similar to
California's Silicon Valley.
The Very Fast Train would zip passengers
the 650 miles from Sydney to Melbourne,
Australia's-two larges cities, in as little as
three hours.
WASHINGTON tIAP) - U.S. military men
and women assigned to Operation Desert
Shield can now send letters and audio tapes
hOnrie free.
Postmaster General Anthony M. Frank
told postal workers on Wednesday to imme-
diately begin accepting the mail, without
postage.
The free mail applies to letters and audio
cassettes sent to the United States, but not to
other parcels, Frank said. Mail sent to
personnel in the Middle East must still carry
postage.
COLOMBO, Sri Lanka (AP) - Government
troops broke the Tamil rebels' three-month
siege of a strategic northern fort in a surprise
attack Sunday that left 100 rebels and 12
soldier, dead, according to a military
statement.
Under cover of fire from gunboats and
helicopter gunships, 360 soldiers paddled
across a lagoon in rubber dinghies before
dawn and fought their way into Jaffna Fort,
said Defense Secretary Gtill Cyril Ranatun-
ga.
DHAHRAN, Saudi Arabia (AP) - The
chemical weapons suits the U.S. troops
brought from home are so heavy and un-
bearable in the sweltering desert that klie
Marines have replaced them with a lighter-
weight, British-made model.
The original suits will be put in storage
until the troops return home, a spokesman
said on condition of anonymity.
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa (AP) -
At least six people were killed Sunday and
hundreds of homes burned in another day of
balck factional fighting. The African Na-
tional Congress warned that South Africa is
in an "undeclared war."
The ANC has accused the whit
-dominated
government of siding with more conserva-
live blacks who have been battling ANC
supporters for a month in fighting that
has left more than 700 dead in townships
around Johannesburg.
LANSING, Mich. (AP) - Abortion-
rights activists acknowledge it won't be
easy overturning the Legislature's speedy
passage of a veto-proof bill requiring
girls under 18 to get a parent' s consent for
an abortion.
Wednesday's action was the second
major victory for anti-abortion forces in
Michigan in as many years. In 1988,
voters overwhelmingly approved a ban
on state-funded abortions for the poor.
MOSCOW (AP) - West Germany and
the Soviet Union Sunday initialed a land-
mark 20-year friendship treaty designed
to bind the two nations closer together
after German unity.
It is also intended as the cornerstone for
massive German help for the battered
Soviet economy.
The actual signing of the accord is ex-
pected soon between Soviet President
Mikhail S. Gorbachev and West German
Chancellor Helmut Kehl.
AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) - The Mental
Health Department, which has fared bet-
ter than most agencies in the face of the
state's budget cuts, has had to get an cash
advance of more than $2 million to pay its
bills on time.
And the House chainnan of the Legisla-
ture's Appropriations Committee said
Sunday that the shollfall reflects more
serious financial problems that warrant a
special legislative session as soon as pos-
sible.
WASHINGTON (AP) - White House
and Congressional budget bargainers are
considering new taxes on cigarettes and
petroleum products as participants say
they sense an approaching deal _despite
daunting obstacles.
Negotiators began a seventh consecu-
tive day of talks late this morning clois-
tered at Andrews Air Force Base; just
outside the capital city in Maryland.
WASHINGTON (AP) - The House
Sunday postponed action on the $283
billion defense bill as lawmakers awaited
a possible agreement by White House
and congressiGnal negotiators on a plan
to trim $50 billion from the federal defi-
cit.
With the likelihood that a final figure
for military spending could emerge from
the talks, the House put aside work on the
defense budget for fiscal 1991, which
begins Oct. 1, until next week.
CHICAGO (AP) - Some soldiers being
sent to the Persian Gulf have their chil-
dren at home_ to worry about. But Air
Force reservist Lorain Kuryla, who is
nicknamed "Gumbo,' also has her five
grandchildren.
When the United States began sending
troops to the gulf alter Iraq's Aug. 2
invasion of Kuwait, K uryla - an Air Force'
reservist for 19 years - didn't hesitate to
answer a call for volunteers.
"This is what I've been trained for; and
I'm glad for the oppo aunity to serve my.
country," said Kurylii, who turns 63 on
Friday.
, A
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AG Tierney faces
By Jennifer Crotty
Staff Writer
Maine Attorney General lames Tierney
says he would rather teach at the Universi-
ty of Maine than at Harvard.
Tierney, who is teaching Introduction to
Government and Introduction to Law here
this semester, has previously taught law at
both the University of Southern Maine and
the Kennedy School of Government at
Harvard University.
Since someone else will be sitting in the
Attorney General's office next term —
Tierney has decided not to run for re-
election — he expects to be teaching even
more.
He doesn't know exactly what he'll be
doing after his term is up, but teaching in
Orono — not Harvard — is on his list.
"I have no interest in teaching law school,
and no interest in leaving the state or in
teaching at private colleges," Tierney said.
"This is where I came from, and with the
high cost of private institutions, the Uni-
versity of Maine will become more impor-
tant."
Tierney s,1 , I he never planned to be At-
torney Ger., d for 10 years and that it's
time for so: Itiing different.
"I .considy ,!''elf lucky to have been
Attorney G• ,t this state, but there are
more things tube done," he said. "Every-
thing you see as Attorney General is bad
news. After 10 years it's started to change
my personality and it's getting me down."
Before his term ends, though. Tiemey
plans to travel to Czechoslovakia to assist
in the drafting of a new constitution and
environmental regulations.
He made the same trip last summer, also
.130.4
r
Jim Tierney (File '. 4o)
visiting Poland and Hungary.
"They paid no attention to the environ-
ment during communist rule, and they
have no idea how to create a system of
law," he said.
He added that during communist rule,
many public officials Welt corrupt and
!Weil by the public. .With a past like that,
he questioned how the. people of these
countries would ever-gain a sense of re-
spect for the law.
Whatever Tierney does after his term
ends, he hopes to be able to spend move
N.faine C HIM s):
3
in ,,,Laire come election
time with his family, which has recently
expanded. He and his wife have five
children, one at Bates College, three in
high school, and the newest addition, a 19-
month-old daughter the Tierney's just
adopted.
"My first son was born when I was 22,
and a lot of our friends are just starting
families. We felt young enough. People
say she's lucky to have us for parents, but
we're the lucky one," said Tierney.
Professor Kenneth Hayes, chairman of
the political science department, said Tier-
ney's availability this semester coincided
with a problem the department had in cov-
ering some courses.
Hayes said the department needed some-
one with a background in law to teach the
two introductory classes; but that at this
point, the situation is just for this semester.
Tierney said he gets angry when people
put down the University of Maine.
"Orono is a very important place, and I
think the only way to prove those people
wrong is to show up myself," he conclud-
ed.
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Father says investigation of son's death was botched
By Liz 'I ucci
Associated Press Writer
TAMWORTH, Nil. (AP) _ Gary Wig-
gin Sr. went wild the night police kept hire
outside the emergency room where his 15-
year-old son lay dying. shot in the stomach.
Two years later, his rage and grief still
burn, along with the conviction that Travis
Wiggin's killer got off lightly in a blunted
police investigation that did not touch
others who might have played a role in the
shooting.
Timothy Eldridge. 23, the son of a veteran
state police dispatcher at Troop E in this
Carfoll County town, is serving 25 years to
life on a second-degree murder conviction.
He claimed the shot fired into Travis while
a cluster oftheir friends looked on was the
unintended result of a jealousy-motivated
effort to scare the teen-ager.
Wiggin wants Eldridge tried for first-
degree murder and Eldridge 's•sister, Sacha.
17, and others tried for helping to kidnap
his son. He believes those charges have
not been filed largely because Tim and
Sacha's father, Jim, work sat the Tarnw orth
State Police barracks, which investigated
the crime.
"If I had a quarter of a million dollars to
throw at them it wouldn't be any problem,"
the unemployed Wiggin said of his inability
to pay for legal assistance. "But it doesn't
take a lawyer to see some of this."
Brian Tucker, a duputy attorney general,
said Eldridge's claim the shooting was
accidental can't be disproved and that ad-
ditional charges were unwarranted.
Without new evidence, the case is closed.
Wiggin, 41, won'rgive up.
"It was a very rich thing we had here," he
said during an interview outside the tiny
mobile home he shared with Travis and his
older son, Gary Jr. "We'd sit down to a
garden meal where everything on your
plate was something you'd grown. We'd
swim and we'd have a wonderful time.
But everything that's normal has been
destroyed.
Much is disputed about Travis' death,
but this much is known from police reports
and trial testimony.
On the night of July 30, 1988. Eldridge,
a high school dropout known for his bad
Fishers, Farmers & Natives
New Magazine Digest 1
ISpecial Introductory Price $1.50/issue or $14.50 for 10 issues'
I Looking for volunteers, ad. sales people, contributors. I
'Please contact Richard Eaton, 348-6161 for more information,'
mornings and evenings.1A11. interested people please meet October 1 in the FFA Room,1
Memorial Union, 5pm-7pm
A The Sub 5 Track Club presents
A
ME E CA
16K Run
Date: Sunday, October 7th at 10:00 am
Start/Finish: UMaine Fieldhouse on Orono
Campus
Fee: $7.00 (includes continental brunch--danish,
donuts, muffins, coffee, juice)
Award: To the top three (3) male and female
finishers in the following age. groups: 13 & Under,
14-19, 20-29, 30-39, 40-49, 50 & Over 
Call for Registration Form:
Jerry Ellis- 581-2319, 2320 or 942-3582 (eve.)
Proceeds to:
Maine Educational
Opportunities Program Supported
University 01 Maine
'Credit Union
Tue. Sept. 25- Sex Education
Talk with Dr. Sandy Caron
and Pi Beta Sorority Kappa
Sigma House 6:30
Wed. Sept. 26- Informational
Session FFA Room Mem
. Union 6:30
Thur. Sept. 27- Slide Show
and Spaghetti Dinner Kappa
Sigma House 6:30
temper, drank about a dozen beers, smoked
some pot, and talked about heating up
Travis.
Eldridge believed Travis had cheated on
Eldridge's sister, Sacha, by reviving an old
romance'with Eldridge's girlfriend, Tracy
Gurley.
At about 10:30, Eldridge dropped off a
friend. Todd Meehan, before heading
home. He told Meehan he was going to get
"Bessie," his .357-caliber Magnum re-
volver, because he "wanted to get some-
one." Meehan told police.
Prosecutors said They didn't use the
statement because Meehan was an unreli-
able witness.
At about 11:30, Eldridge, his sister and
friends stopped at a service station near
Travis' house. Eldridge told Sacha to call
Travis and ask him to meet her at the
station. She did, and Travis agreed.
He walked to the station while his brother
Gary. who was troubled by the overheard
telephone call, followed in a car.
When Travis arrived, Eldridge grabbed
him in a headlock as Danny Palmer and
Jason Anthony stood guard to prevent
Travis from escaping.
Gary saW his brother get into Eldridge's
car with his hands held high.
"I'm scared. Please don't hurt inc." El-
dridge's friends heard Travis say. Gary
followed Eldridge's car to a beach at
Chocorua Lake.
Eldridge pointed the cocked handgun at
Travis, who was sitting next to him, and
made him promise not to bother Tracy.
Travis promised and asked Eldridge not to
hurt him, according to Tracy and another
girl who were in the back seat. Eldridge
said he wouldn" s.
But moments later, the gun went off.
Travis, shot in his arm and abdomen,
staggered back to his brother's car, and
Gary drove to the hospital.
Eldridge immediately threw the weapon
from the car, saying "It was an accident. I
swear to God it was 'an accident." Tracy
said. She told police the gun apparently
went off as Eldridge was trying to lower
the hammer.
Eldridge later surrendered at Troop E.
Prosecutors initially charged him with
manslaughter but later asked the grand
jury to return an indictment on second-
degree murder. a more serious charge. The
jury complied but some of its members
wondered why Eldridge was the only one
charged.
"It's hard to tell whether any more were,
involved," said jury member Harry Crouse
of Chatham.
Eldridge, who was convicted in the spring
of 1989, will be eligible for parole in20 4.
Oral arguments on the appeal of his con-
y iction are to be heard Tuesday by the New
Hampshire Supreme Court.
Wiggin contends the events of that
summer night justify a charge against El-
dridge of first-degree murder, and he points
to the threats Eldridge made in the month
preceding the murder as evidence of pre-
meditation.
Christopher King, 19,, told police he was
walking with Gary Jr., 19, about three
weeks before the murder when they ran
into Eldridge. He said Eldridge pointed to
see FATHER on page 5
OPEN RUSH
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Gary and said, "Tell Travis ... the next time
I see him I'm going to kill him."
Others told police that Edlridge twice
assaulted Travis because of contacts be-
tween the younger boy and Tracy Gurley.
Melissa Hamel, 17, another of Travis'
friends, told police that Eldridge staked
out Tracy's house with his .357 one night,
waiting to catch the two together.
But Palmer, who stood guard at the
shooting scene, backs Eldridge's conten-
tion he only meant to frighten Travis.
"Timmy didn's mean to do it. Tim's just
not that kind of kid." he said.
A letter, allegedly written by Sacha, and
found by Gary Jr. in Travis' room, warned
Travis of her brother's violent intentions
toward him. Wiggin says he has tried and
failed to get prosecutors to study the letter.
Manchester lawyer Tom Wingate. a
former deputy state attorney general who
has taken a personal interest in the case,
says the letter is evidence of premeditation
and should have interested the state.
Wingate said he is convinced that the
state, influenced by Eldridge s employment
at Troop E, investigated only cursorily and
prosecuted unaggressively.
"I know a good investigation from a bad
investigation. This was an investigation
that was never held," Wingate Said.
Wiggin says Sacha's role is central be-
cause state police investigators knew her
father.
"They're friends, they're the old guard,
the old veterans of the place," Wiggin said.
"They couldn't prosecute anyone without
prosecuting Sacha, so they never investi-
gated this thing."
But Major Crime Unit Commander John
Barthelmes says there's no evidence any
of the police softened the investigation to
Newspapers to begin recycling
AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) - Publishers of
Maine daily newspapers Wednesday an-
nounced a formal agreement with the state
to increa,se their use of recycled newsprint
in order to create new markets for waste
paper.
The agreement sends a signal to manu-
facturers that the demand is there," said
Denise Lord, planning director for the
Maine Waste Management Agency, which
joined the Maine Daily Newspaper Pub-
lishers Association in announcing
policy.
The agreement, similar to those adopted
in several other states, "tells newsprint
manufacturers across the nation that the
Northeast is serious about recycling," said
Lord.
Under the agreement, the newspapers
would increase their consumption of recy-
cled newsprint by 25 percent by the end of
1993 and 40 percent by 1995, provided
supplies of acceptable quality newsprint
are available at competitive prices.
Maine's daily newspapers use more than
37,000 tons of newsprint a year. but very
little of it contains recycled fiber.
Maine publishers have been pressing their
suppliers to use recycled newsprint, said
Gordon Scott, attorney for the publisher's
group.
protect the Eldridge family.
"The bottom line is that the investigators'
integrity and credibility is on the line,"
Banhelmes said. "If anyone thinks an in-
vestigator would compromise h;s career
on something like this, it's just not the
case."
Tucker cites practical l reasons for not
Charging Eldridge's sister or the others
who cooperated in luring Travis to El-
dridge's car and standing by at the lakeside
shooting.
"Who's really at fauly?," he asks. "Ob-
viously the guy with the gun. ,Who do you
need to convict this guy? You need wit-
nesses, the people who associated with
him that night. When you need witnesses,
there's no sense in charging them."
continued from page 4
He said he considers Eldridge's crime
much closer to recklessness than premed-
itation.
State Police Lt. Michael Bureau, the lead
investigator on the case, said he argued
initially for second-degree murder charge
instead of manslaughter and believed there
was evidence to charge Eldridge with
kidnapping.
But Hureau said such disagreements be-
tween police and prosecutors are common.
And he deferred to Tucker as the expert on
what would stick in court.
In a letter to the Carroll County prosecutor
last fall, Wiggin brushed off criticism that
he is obsessed with the murder.
"I will never be satisfied until Eldridge's
companions are fully i nvest igated." he said.
Fisher
Scientific
ANNUAL SCIENTIFIC EQUIPMENT
EXHIBITION
North & South Lown Rooms, Memorial Union
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 25, 1990
,8AM-4PM
REFRESHMENTS!
STANDARD DELIVERY MENU
PAT'S PIZZA
CAMPUS ONLY DELIVERY MENU ONLY
886-2111 OR 866-2112
9" 14"
Plain 
 $3.00 $6.25
Onion 
Pepperoni 
Mushroom 
Salami 
Anchovy 
Bacon 
Canadian Bacon
Hamburg 
Hot Dog 
Black Olive 
Taco
3.50 7.25 Meatball 
3.50 7.25 Ham 3.50 7.25
3.50 7.25 Combination 4.00 8.25
3.50 7.25 Dbl. Cheese 3.50 7.25
3.50 7.25 Green Pepp 3.50 7.25
3.50 7.25 Hot Sausage 3.50 7.25
3.50 7.25 Kielbasa Saus 3.50 7.25
3.50 7.25 Hawaiian 
 
4.00 8.25
3.50 7.25
3.50 7.25
Loaded,
9" 14"
$5.00 $10.25
3.50 7.25
If you like thick crust, try our
Double Doubh add .50 1.00
a little of everything 6.25 13.25
Extra Items 50 1.00
CALZONES
Meat Calzone $4.20 Veggie Calzone $4.20
Combo Calzone $4.90
SPAGHETTI
Single serving Bucket with 2 Meatballs $3.50
Triple serving Bucket with 6 Meatballs $8.00 save
SALADS
Tossed Salad $2.60 Greek Salad $3.85 Chef Salad $3.10
Dressings: House Italian-French-Cren-v qatlic
Blue Cheese- $ .20 extut
SUBS
Salami Italian 
 
$2.70 Hot Sausage 84,  $3.70
Ham Italian  2.95 Hot Meatball & '   3.70
Ham & American Cheese 3.05 Steak & Cheese 3.95
Ham & Provolone  3.45 Tuna Salad  3.45
Roast Beef  3.45 B.L.T  3.35
Chicken Salad  3.05
TAX AND DELIVERY INCLUDED
Prices and Menu Subject to Change Without Nctice
^
•
Now serving 14" pizzas!
University of Maine
CAMPUS
DELIVERY MENU
Now delivering Sunda_y afternoon
starting at 12 noon.
Deliveries Fri-Sat-Sun- during
supper rush may take
a little longer than usual.
STOO service charge on
all returned checks
I •i
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lerk arrives for US-South African summit
By Goerge Uccida
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) _ South African
President F.W. de Klerk arrived Sunday
for talks with President Bush on ways in
which the United States can help that
country bring about a peaceful transition
to a non-raCial system.
Still. Bush's encounter with de Klerk is
something of a milestone in U.S.-South
African relations. No South African head
of state has visited Washington since 1945
and the two countries were barely on
speaking terms as recently as a few years
ago.
De Klerk said on arrival Sunday he was
bringing a message of hope for the future
of his countryand for all of siouthem Afri-
ca.
"We are proceeding irreversibly on the
road to a new South Africa, where justice.
the guarantees of our constitutional de-
mocracy and the rule of law will bring
lasting peace and prosperity to al) our
people." de Klerk saift.
His stay here ends Tuesday night.
A senior administration official .who
briefed reporters on Friday said the invita-
tion to de Klerk recognizes the "bold lead-
ership" he has provided in seeking a way
out Of the apartheid era in South Africa.
During the talks, B4sh will explore "what
role the United Statds can play in helping
4tai
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Looking For an
Organization to Join?
How About Student
Alumni Association?
We welcome all students! We meet every
Wednesday at 6:00 p.m. at Crossland Hall.
October 17
New Members Party w! Pumpkin Carving Contest
and prizes! Refreshments will be served!!
Some of our Activities Include:
3A A
Homecoming
Tailgate Picnics
Campus Tours
Student Ambassadori
Final Exams "Survival gi`i
Collegiate Welcome Kt
Painting Bear Paws
Maine Day
Good Stuff Boxes'
‘iffli/f
-444r. 711
"Students Helping Students...
...Past, Present and Future"
October 1
to promote the negotiating process in that
country." said the official, speaking on
condition of anonymity.
"Our interest is to promote a peaceful
transition through negotiations. to a post-
apartheid, 'democratic, non-racial South
Africa." he said. Congress has approved
$10 million to give impetus to the negoti-
ating process.
The official said the visit was not de-
signed rb bring about an end to the eco-
nomic sanctions the United States imposed
against South Africa in 1986. South Africa
has fulfilled some but not all of the require-
mentsThe legislation imposes for the sanc-
tions to be lifted. The sanctions included a
ban on new U.S. investment in South Af-
rica and suspension of landing rights for
South African planes in the United States.
Officials have said the sanctions can be
lifted once South Africa's remaining polit-
ical prisoners are released and the state of
emergency is lifted in Natal Province.
Emergency rule was ended elsewhere in
South Africa earlier this year.
De Klerk said Saturday before his depar-
ture from Pretoria that the sanctions will
not be a major focus of his visit.
"I'm not going hat in hand with the par-
ticular objective of getting sanctions lift-
ed." he said.
De Klerk will meet ith congressional
leaders, but the Congressional Black Cau-
cus announdecl Saturday it had canceled a
scheduled meeting with deKlerk, saying
only that the decision was in resoonse to
"recent developments in South Africa and
after extensive consultation with anti-
apartheid activists."
The decision may have been related to
the recent upsurge in violence in the black
townships. African National Congress
leader Nelson Mandela, who was here in
late June, has held pro-apartheid security
elements of the police and military respon-
sible and said that Americans should de-
mand from de Klerk an explanation for this
situation.
South African officials themsk es have
not dismissed this possibility.
The Lawyer's Committee for Civil Rights
Under Law, a private, Washing-ton-based
group, has challenged de Klerk' to ensure
that "police and military assassination
squads are fully exposed and completely
disbanded."
College Season Pass
$250 Unlimited
Prior to Skiing!
auger-
8:30am - 4:00pm
LAST WEEK FOR THIS
GREAT DEAL
On Sale in the
ATHLETIC TICKET OFFICE
October 1 - November 5
Price $299.00
Rolling Stones U2
.72's Billy Joel
Beatles
. inead (I) ' Connor
Petty The Pretehder3
Guns and Roses Ssnithereen
RO
...and so much more
Live from The Union...
It's 5itur
aL4r/eN;*
mom.
•••••• 4111. 0•••• •••••••
•••• allow •
•••••••••• • giaa.•
41M11/0 0•111•11b mos ••••• arr.
Niaht
iturday, September 29 9pm Bear's Den
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Review : Avner the Eccentric, Saturday, MCA
By Frank Spurr
Staff Writer
The red bulbous noses were out in full
force Saturday night as Avner the Eccen-
tric kicked off the Maine Center for the
Ails' 1990-91 season with clownish buf-
foonery mixed with acrobatics and mime.
Avner Eisenberg, alias Avner the Eccen-
tric, has appeared on broadway and in
films. His one-man show has delighted
many and his performance at MCA de-
lighted about fourteen hundred more.
Avner has the ability to take ,normal,
everyday situations and present them in a
comical manner. His opening scenario is
very funny and it gives the audience a sign
of things to come.
He enters pushing a broom. He sweeps
the stage several times when he desires a
cigarette. With the broom handle in the
way, he proceeds to drop one, then two,
then the whole pack of cigarettes, and then
a box of Ohio blue-tipped matches.
New show sMrts at
Hudson Museum
By Frank Spurr
Staff Writer
A new exhibit at the Hudson Museui
links the culture of the Navajo Indian with
the travels of late 19th century and early
20th century Maine citizens.
During that time, thousands of Navajo
textiles were brought back to Maine by
visitors to the Southwest. These textiles
sometinies wound up in dog houses, attic
trunks, or as blankets for cooling d,
work horses.
Today, some of these textiles are on
display in a new exhibit at the museum
called Forgotten Connections: Maine's
Role in the Navajo Textile Trade. 1880-
1930.
With thf opening of the Southwest by the
-railroad, some Mainers found themselves
in this region either as railroad employees,
entrepreneurs, or tourists. Many picked up
colorful textiles from local Navajos and
brought them back to Maine.
Guest curator Bobby Ann Packwood has
identified over two thousand of these tex-
tiles and stresies the uniqueness of each
one.
"Whether a piece was originally appreci-
ated because it was colorful; exquisitely
see HUDSON on page 10
MOVE UP
wiTH AIR
FORCE ROTC.
Air Force ROTC cadets can
begin training toward a career
that goes higher and faster. In
fact, if you'd like to begin a life
in the sky, your-first step is Air
Force ROTC.
To reach higher tomorrow,
reach for the phone now.
Call
CAPT WILLIAMS
581-1384
• • ••,,,-
Each time he bends over to retrieve *hat
he has lost, the broom handle gets ir his
way and he loses more. Finally, the firm-
esis broom handle grabs his hat and hides
it from him.
Avner's natural movements and tiiiing
enable him to keep the audience guess'ptg.
They never know what elements are geing
to create havoc for the clown's life next.
When people usually think of cloeins,
they think of a circus and children. But
Avner's act is sophisticated and the adults
were laughing just as hard as some ol the
children.
Perhaps the highlight of the evening oc-
curred when Avner recruited "volunteers"
from the audience. In one routine, he lined
up 3 small children and summersaulted
over them into his hat, which was plaiced
on the floor.
It may have been the only time of the
evening when Avner was upstaged as the
, children became instant hams.
The children weren't the only one to
become part of Avner's act, lie performed
magic for a woman onstage and everyone
in the audience saw the tricks except her.
But Avner rewarded the woman for her
embarrassment by giving her a long-
stemmed rose..
Avner also embarrassed another audience
member who he caught taking pictures. He
confiscated the camera and started taking
pictures of everything in sight, including
the audience, backstage, and down his
pants.
Clowning is only one aspect of Avner's
performance. lie can juggle, walk the
tightrope and balance things on his chin.
The audience was fascinated when he
balanced a piece of toilet paper and also a
twelve-foot step ladder on his chin. He
also balanced a feather and kept it on his
chin as he walked around the stage.
The show was too slow in some places,
but it gave the audience (and Avner) a
chance to catch its breath. This slowness
occurred in only a couple of places when
Avner climbed out into the audience or
between skits.
The audience showed its appreciation by
giving Avner a standing ovation. Avner
then gave the audience an encore in Which
he enjoyed a fine dinner of paper and wine.
Avner the Eccentric was an enjoyable
show and provided fitting family enter-
tainment for Fam ily and Fnends Weekend.
No !natter
how thin you
slice it, it's
still baloney.
•8
Editorial
With his confirmation still pending before
the Legislature, Superior Court nominee Peter L.
Murray is being transformed into a "political
pawn."
Judiciary ¶ommittee members, facing a show-
down vote wednesday on whetherto endorse Gov.
John McK man's nominee, are embroiled in a
political co troversy heightened by Maine's heated
gubernato al campaign.
McKema is charging the Democratic ,Senate of
the commt ee with trying to link a panel endorse-
ment for 1, Irray with the willingness .z.f McKer-
. nan's re- t-ction campaign to drop a "review" of
former 1 inocratic Gov. Joseph E. Brennan's
record ol urdons and commutations.
Committee Senate Chairman, Democrat Barry
Hobbins of Saco, blames the Republican admin-
istration for "egging us on to make him (Murray)
a sacrificial lamb."
The Republicans claim the Democrat lawmakers
are trying to manipulate nomination hearings that
began last Thursday.
Democratic members, however, are calling for
calm, fair deliberations when the panel reconvenes
this week. Motivating the issue is a race for the
gubernatorial seat in Augusta.
The Judiciary Committee, on a 8-5 vote that held
fast to party lines, decided to put of the matter till
Wednesday.
Committee conmsiderat ion of Murray for a post
on the bench is becoming increasingly partisan.
Murray .has stated he cannot assume the post at
least until December.
A pre- hearing revelation that the nominee had
failed to disclose recieving a state bar committtee
private letter of reprimand in 1978 sparked Dem-
ocratic House Speaker John L. Martin to denounce
Murray for having "lied."
Republican staffers dismiss the issue as "abso-
lutely ridiculous" and insist that Murray need not
have to report the bar panel's letter.
On Friday , Mckeman attacked "the old- style
politics of the Democratic legislative leadership'.
and asserted he would "not let my judicial nomi-
nees become political hostages."
This a reminder that partisan politics need not
wage on grand scale in Washington only. It's alive
and kicking here in Maine.
The Maine Campus
Opinion pages is the
voheof LIMaine.
Use it wisely.
•
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SUPREME CoURT.
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Lee ANOMPI Tows Sereecene
A grown- up game
I guess I just never really thought
about what it all meant tome - the
polished boots, the clinking dog
tags, the once-a-semester trip to
the woods identified by the sole
acronym "FTX (Field Training
Exercise)."
It was largely a game, a grown-
up way of playing soldier, com-
plete with the occasional dangers
and excitement associated with
high-risk activities.
I happened to stumble upon
Army ROTC, quite by accident,
during the spring semester of my
freshman year. Those were the
days when "freshmen" were still
known as such. It seems so long
ago, now.
I had been looking for an activ -
ity to fill up some of the abundant
"dead space" that my academic
and social schedules allowed.
Let's face it. I was a geek then. I
would go to class, come back and
take a nap, read a little, eat dinner,
take another nap. read some more,
and then call it a night. Friends?
No. Social life? No. I was a
hermit, and a sorry one at that.
Things Changed, of course. I
met an -Army Reserve recruiter
who filled my head with talk of
money for college- coming
through joint membership in a
Reserve unit and ROTC.
Money was supposed to come
from both ends, but the Reserve
thing fell through, leaving me
with ROTC and no scholarship
money at the time. Since I was
already in the ROTC program, I
figured I'd stay in a while and see
what it was all about. After all, it
was kind of fun, the people were
nice, and it gave me something lo
do with my free time besides
sleeping and hanging out at
t.i
By John Begin
Dunkin' Donuts.
Sol became a cadet, a "future
warrior-leader of the United
States Army" - as the cadet creed
would have me believe. Airborne
School and Advanced Camp
followed.
Each Step I took toward be-
coming an officer brought out the
realism of my impending com-
mission a little more. Still, the
thought of eve; having to use my
training to lead others during a
conflict seemed remote, almost
unbelievable. After all, the world
was beginning to look like a
relatively peaceful place - until
August 2, that is. I was working
at a summer camp when the
Persian Gulf crisis first began.
• Although somewhat cut off from
newspapers and magazines, I
managed to keep up with Sadd-
am Hussein's activities through a
fuzzy reception of WABI on an
old TV set.
ROTC had provided me with a
crash course on Hussein, so I
knew of his ruthlessness and ut-
ter disregard for human life long
before he decided to invade Ku--
wait. His resume included the
gassing of Kiudisti villages in
Iraq in 1958. }e obviously had
no qualms about killing some of
his own people, so he was natu-
rally destined for a successful
stint in the Middle East. Some
people even likened him to Ado-
lf Hitler, as if the world needed
another.
My fellow workers and I
watched with great interest as
U.S. troops were deployed. We
all had friends or relatives who
could have or had already been
sent. The emotional ties to Saudi
Arabia strengthened. as the de-
•
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ployment of reservists began. It
was then that the gravity of the
situation and my involvement
with ROTC became realities.
ROTC was no longer a game;
this stuff was lor real.
That thought was brought to my
attention once again last Tuesday,
as I was walking to a class in the
fieldhouse. I turned the corner to
meet a small boy waling hand in
hand with his mother. His blue
eyes caught sight of my camou-
flaged clothing and his face
brightened as only a four year
old's can. "Hey mommeee, look
at da .Army guy," he said in an
excited voice that made me smile
as I walked by him. "Is he gonna
go fight in the desert?"
His parting question made' me
stop and think about what he had
said. He was at an age when
"Army guys" meant plastic fig-
urines that lived forever. They
could be knocked down, run over
with tanks, and yet still be ready
to fight another battle. Real war,
unfortunately', proves differently.
It proves just how fragile the
human body is - against bullets,
tanks, poisodous gas, or even
natural enemies like heat.
The hallway leading to my
classroom suddenly seemed
longer than it had ever been be-
fore. -"Is he gonna go fight in the
desert?". His question kept
echoing in my head. Maybe not
this one, I thought, but how about
the next one, or the one after [tr. t?
And how about my. friends, not
only the ROTC ones, but the
others as well? How many of
them would go?
No, it certainly wasn t a game
anyone.
•
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Will US debt erode effects in Middle East
By Jim Drinkard
Associated PressWriter
WASHINGTON (AP) The crisis in
the Persian Culf has intensified a new
American dilemma:, how a country can at
once be a superpower and a superpauper:
Experts agree the United States is the
only nation that can project its military
power throughout the world. Yet it is also
the world's largest debtor nation facing a
staggering annual deficit, and now the risk
of recession.
Paying the price for the international
effort to squeeze Iraq makes a difficult
situation even Worse and the Bush ad-
ministration signaled last week would
turn to unconventional means: direct aid
from allies.
No sooner had Secretary of State James
A. Baker III and Treasury Secretary Ni-
cholas Brady returned home with billions
of dollars in allied aid pledges than a top
State Department official said President
Bush would rely increasingly on such ap-
proaches.
"A kind of new invention in the practice
of diplomacy," Deputy Secretary of State
Lawrence Eagleburger described it. "I
would expect you will see this adminis-
tration approaching foreign policy ques-
tions more and more in that direction."
The shift was welcomed in Congress,
where lawmakers are struggling to find
room in a deficit-ridden budget to provide
additional foreign aid to emerging de-
mocracies in Eastern Europe and Central
America.
"It's not a question of being mercenaries,
or 'rent-a-superpower,— said Sen. Richard
Lugar, R-Ind.
"We are the only ones who can do this ...
at this moment. We are unique," Lugar
said of massive, U.S.- led effort against
Iraq's Aug. 2 invasion of Kuwait.
Some. however, questioned the new
strategy.
"This .is a Band-Aid approach," said
Robert Kurz, a former congressional for-
eign policy aide who is now at Brookings
Institution. "It's a very, very shortsighted
view of the nature of the crisis."
But that was not the prevailing view in
Congress — as °trig as lawmakers main-
tain control of the purse strings.
Rep. Dav id Obey, D-wis., acknowledged
the need for outside help and said it may be
necessary again in the future "for limited
purposes, for a limited period."
Obey added, however, that the depen- •
dence on other countries limits U.S. flex-
ibility. He blamed it on budget deficits run
'up under the last administration that have
left foreign capital to finance U.S. debt, the
world's largest.
"The Reagan budget deficits and. trade
deficits have drained this country of the
ability to control its own policy and its own
destiny," he said.
Whatever the cause, the United States is
confronted not only with the sudden costs
of a massive military deployment in the
gulf, estimated at $15 billion over the
coming year, but with the need to help
allies who have been militarily and eco-
nomically threatened by the crisis..
In addition, the United States owes some
$500 million in unpaid past dues to the
United Nations, an embarrassing situation
at a time when Bush has relied on the world
body as the hub ot his diplomatic efforts
against Iraq.
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Smile!
Young Kristen Turner shows off her newly painted face at the organizational
fair Saturday morning with her mother Carroll. (Photo by Scott LeClair).
EAT ON CAMPUS
Tired of Shopping for Groceries?
Not Enough Hours in the Day?
Tired of Burgers, Franks & Peanutbuiter Sandwiches?
FOR UNDER $4.00 A DAY YOU CAN BE ON A MEAL PLAN.
I We have the plan for you!From 5 meals/week to 21/meals per week - eat in any Dining Commons or purchase the
MaineCard Debit Plan - minimum $25.00 deposit - Eat in all of the R.L. Dining Services:
Have your MaineCard coded today,
Stop by: The MaineCard Office
Alumni Hall 8:00am - 4:30pm
581-4566
!**University Employees All Meal Plans can be purchased through the Payroll Deduction Plan.
I.
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Campus Comics
Calvin and Hobbes
GAvin and Hobbes
by Bill Watterson
by Bill Watterson
TIE 44Citolt CAGES
OH A NALLSWE !
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BY GARRY TRUDEAU
MOVING UP HAS A WHOLE
DIFFERENT MEANING FOR
AIR FORCE ROTC CADETS.
Virtually all college students plan to move up in
their career. But Air Force ROTC cadets can begin the trail t-ing toward a career that goes higheeand faster. In fact, it
you'd like to begin a life in the sky. your best first step is
Air Force ROTC.
You'll learn the confidence you'll -need whether you'regoing to plot a course as a navigator or take the Controls as
pilot. FAA-approved flight lessons will laUnch you for the first
time. And as your college Career develops, so do the skills yo!i II
need as an Air Force officer.
Begin early in college, and %, lull be eligible for
arships that can pay expenses and provide you S WO each
academic month, tax-free. After graduation, you'll be ready to
take the challenge of an intensive, rigorous training program.
• • Move up with Air Force ROTC now, and you can move up
with the Air Force as an officer. Contact your campus Air Force
representative. •
Call: CAPT WILLIAMS
207-581-1384
11M61111Dallal,MINvommimmr--pr---
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Leadership Excellence Starts Here
Mining firm offers
rad waste site
BANGOR, Maine ( AP) - A mining com-
pany has become the second Maine land-
owner to offer a site for use as a low-level
radioactive waste dump.
Owners of a 500-acre site. owned by
Maple Mountain Manganese Co. have
asked the Maine Low-level Radioactive
Waste Authority to consider their Aroos-
took County land for the state facility.
The raidoactive waste authority earlier
this year advertised for proposals from
owners of tat ge tracts of land that might be
suitable for the waste facility. Landown-
ers were also contacted by the agency.
The first site offered for consideration
was the Maine Yankee nuclear power plant
in Wiscasset, which produces most of
Maine's low-level waste.
The authority has completed some pre-
liminary review work at the Maine Yankee
site and on Wednesday, it votedth begin a
detailed study of the site.
The authority has completed some pre-
liminary review work at the Maine Yankee
nuclear power plant in Wiscasset, which
produces most of Maine slow-level waste.
The authority has completed some pre-
liminary review work at the Maine Yankee
kite and on Wednesday. it voted to begin a
'detailed study of the site.
The authority has begun to gather tech-
meal information about Maple Mountain's
site, which is located in an unorganized
township west of Bridgewater in northern
Maine.
The land was bought because it contains
low-grade manganese, an ore used in
Taking steel. John Williams, executive
director of the authority, said the land has
never been mined.
In recent years, sonic timber harvesting
has been done on the land.
Hudson continued from page 7
made; an exotic souvenir of an'adventure-
filled journey to the. Wild West. or as an
artistically dramatic masterpiece, each
textile has a different Story about how and
why it was brought here.", she writes.
• Charles Morse, an, 1879 Uni-ersity of
Maine graduate, worked as an engineer for
the Atchison, Topeka and Sante Fe Rail-
road from 1886 to 1913. He obtained many
textiles for his summer log cabin in Quim-
by during that time. Part of his collection
is on display here.
Gretchen Faulkner, 0T/doff:wog coo i-
nator of the museum, says that Pack
is the first guest curator at the museum, due
in part to costs.
"Funding istivailabie but you just have to
look for it," Faulkner said. This exhibit
is funded by a major grant from the Maine
Humanities Council.
The staff is hoping to increase awareness
of the museum. according to Faulkner.
"Many students don't know where the
Hudson Museum istor what we offer. The
gene, al public wanders around.
 before(Maine Center for the Arts) shows or dur-
ing intermissions.".she-said. "People
are free to wander around and look at the
various museum pieces. It's not a very
intimidating place. We don't have armed
guards." Faulkner said.
The museum offers a film series and
ectuIu' and giN,:es guided tours with prior
arrangements. Faulkner said that faculty
advisors brought their ad\o,ces to the mu-
seum during'first-Ne.ir !entation.
The textile exhibit rim, rntil Nov. 4.
Persons interested in the e tuft . film SC-
IICS. oi Other into!inaft,n
itg)i
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Sports
Black Bears play better but lose 28-20
UMaine's Mark Dupree ant; UNH's
(Photo by Scott LeClair)
INV
Dan Gates battle for the hall in l'NH's 28-20 win on Sunday
BU soccer shuts down
UMaine 1-0
By Jeff Pinkham,
Staff Writer
University of Maine head soc-
cer coach Jim Dyer was pleased
with his team's performance, but
the end result was not so pleasant.
The Black Bears lost 1-0 to
Boston University on Sunday,
dropping their record to 5-2
overall and 1-1 in the North At-
lantic Conference. BU goes to 4-
1-3 and 1-0-1 in the NAC. The
Black Bears have now lost 14
games in a row to the Terriers
dating back to 1975.
"I'm disappointed with the loss
but I thought we played a good
game." Dyer said. "For us to beat
Boston University we have to
play very well, a little better than
we did today."
The two trams played a score-
less first half with UMaine con-
trolling the play.
"It wasn'': pretty, but it was a
win," said 131.:: head coach Neil
Roberts. "We didn't play well in
the first half but we played the
hall quicker in the second half
and were able to come away with
the win."
BU was without five starters
-011,4 1.1r=-.
and according to Roberts three or
four other starters were playing
hurt.
"I have to give the win to the
toughness of the players," he said.
"Peter Verplancke broke'his nose
in the first ten minutes of the
game and I didn't see him lose a
header after that. I don't think I
saw him come oft the field when
he wasn't bleeding."
BU got the game's only score
I() minutes into the second half
when junior midfielder Dave
Silke passed the ball over to
Verplancke who headed it past
11Maine goalie Marshall White
for the score.
"It was a good goal. We knew
Si Ike was good at serving the ball
and Verplancke headed it just
where he should have," Dyer said.
'Marshall played it well and he
c.ould never be faulted for it."
The Black Bears travel to the
University of Massachusetts next
weekend to play in the Massa-
chusetts Challenge Cup where
hey will face Rider College and .
Drexel University.
By Jeff Pinkham
Staff Writer
Tha• University of Maine foot-
ball team played better on Sat-
urday against the University of
New Hampshire, but the result
was still the same.
The Black Bears had a 20-14
lead going into the fourth quar-
ter but were unable to hold on as
UNH put 14 points on the board
in the final 15 minutes to pull
out a 28-20 win in front of 10,483
on Family and Friends week-
end.
The Black Bears dropped to 0-
3 while UNH upped their record
to 3-0.
"It was a far better effort," said
UMainc head coach Kirk Fe-
rentz. "Nobody is happy with
the loss but we are moving in the
right direction."
UNH head coach Bill Bowes
said his team didn't play well,
but when they got behind, they
were able to turn things around.
"I feel very relieved because
I've said all week that this game
scared me," Bowes said." We
struggled with everything we
could have struggled wtih but
when we got behind we played
like a good team on both sides of
the ball."
UMaine got their first lead of
the year in the first quarter on
Jeff Mottola ' s28-yard field goal.
The points were set up by Mark
Dupree's 32-yard punt return
into New Hampshire territory
and a 21-yard pass play from
.1.tff DelRosso to Paul Capriotti
on fourth and inches.
On the next series for UMaine,
sophomore tack le Dan Jones got
tangled up with a UNH player
with punches being exchanged.
Two 15-yard personal fouls were
called on UMaine and Jones was
ejected.
"It's very disruptive when
something like that happens but
we have to do a better job as
coaches to get the players to play
with poise," Ferentz said.
Mottola put the Black Bear's up
6-0 just 2:26 into the second quar-
ter with his 32-yard field goal, set
up by a Barry Bourassa fumble
and another fourth down conver-
sion from DelRosso to Capriotti,
this time pickiniup 28 yards.
The Wilcats struck back just 20
seconds later when Bourassa took
the handoff from quarterback Matt
Griffin and out-ran the UMaine
defense down the left side of the
field for a 75-yard touchdown run.
"If we are going to be a good
defensive team we can't give up
the easy plays, and right now we
aren't a good enough team to play
from behind," Fererilz said.
The Black Bears added-two more
field goals of 48 and 37-yards
sandwiched around a 1-yard
touchdown run by UNH's Kyle
Cripps to make the score 14-12 at
halftime.
Mottola, with his four first half
, field goals, tied the UMaine record
for field goals in a game held by
Tom Shepard who did it in 1910
and Peter Borjestedt who kicked
four in 1987.
"Jeff Mottola did a great job
kicking the ball today," Ferentz
said.
Senior captain Jamal William-
son got the second of his three
interceptions on the day early in
see UNH on page 12
Agassi loses in Davis Cup play
^By ROB GLOSTER=
A A P Sports Writer=
VIENNA, Austria (AP)
Thomas Muster and Horst Skoff,
the odd couple of Austrian ten-
nis, brought their nation within
one set of a Davis Cup semifinal
victory over the United States
before darkness halted play
Sunday.
Muster played nearly flawless
tennis in beating mistake-prone
Andre Agassi 6-2,6-2 7-6(7-2.).
tying the best-of-5 series 2-2.
Then Skoff led Michael Chang
6-3, 7-6 (7-4), 4-6 when play
was suspended.
Skoff and Chang will complete
their match Monday, in this se-
ries that has been plagued b),
rain and cold.
The winner will face Aust ra 1 la
in the Davis Cup final Nov. 30-
Dec. 2. The Australians defeat-
ed Argentina 5-0 in the other
semifinal.
Muster, who is 24-0 in Davis
Cup matches on slay courts, kept
Agassi off balance with sharp
..,-i.rweierwarkirartolaleriMPER
passing shots, well-disguised lobs
and delicate drop shots.
The Skoff-Chang match started
an hour late because of rain.
Muster and Skoff are old rivals
and make no secret of their dis-
like for each other. They have
been feuding since they were
youngsters and barely talk to each
other while with the team.
"We are not a soccer team, we
don't have to pass to each other,"
Muster said. "We are professional
_ each one has to do his job."
The animosity is partly a matter
of personality _ Muster is a hard-
working introvert and Skoff an
undisciplined extrovert _ and
because they are competing for
the same fans.
Skoff, yelling on nearly every
shot he hit, volleyed well and '
outlasted Chang on several long
baseline rallies to win teh first
two sets.
Skoff won the first four games,
then survived a service break in
winning the first set. He won the
last three points of the tie-breaker
to claim n the second set.
Chang broke Skoff s serve in
the third game of the third set,
ending the game by slamming a
forehand winner past the Austri-
an. •
In the opening Match, Agassi
made 58 unforced errors and was
unable to pressure Muster. He
started tentatively and could not
slow Muster, urged on by 18,000
fans, including Austrian President
Kurt Waldheim.
"It was just nerves, it was just
something I felt," Agassi said. "It
would have been a lot easier if the
crowd had been for me. Next
time we play, hopefully it will be
someplace outside Austria."
Muster, who tossed his racket
high in the stands after winning,
said the huge flag-waving crowd
made his task easier.
"All the crowd, it just gets into
you," he said. "This was most
important for Austrian tennis."
Austria is in the Davis Cup
semifinals for thr first time and is
savoring its cha3Ce to challenge
the United States, which holds a
record 28 Davis Cup titles.
4400
$1.00 admission with student I.D.
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There's an
IBM PS/2
made for every
student body.
• Low student prices
• Easy-to-use preloaded softw.in•
• AffOnlable, flexible loans
• Special deals on TYIA and Plit /ICY'
Mire
Apr 110•611•tmon.,
(Ian 11111-256S
11 Albin& lin&
Illensaimpuirr lissourse C•nier,
• &vision of (Tr at the Univer•Ity of Wine
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UNH continued from page 11
the third quarter when he picked off Grif-
fin at the UMaine 48 yard line and returned
it 44 yards down to the eight. .
On the next play, UNH's Tom Jo) re-
turned the favor with an interception on the
six-yard line, spoiling a goodopportunity
for the Black Bears.
'Those things happen and that's foot-
ball," Williamson said. ',We just have to
try and make more things happen because
you are never guaranteed anything. That is
just the nature of football."
UMaine regianed the lead late in the t1 ' rd
quarter when they put together a six pi y,
63-yard drive capped off with a 19-y rd
pass play from DelRosso to Dupree. The
Black Bears were stopped on their two-
point' conversion but a holding call on
UNH gave them another chance.
On their second chance, Carl Smith took
the handoff, rolled to his right and found
Ben Sirinans :n the end zone for the con-
version, making the score 20-14 going
into the fourth quarter.
UNH answered the call with two fourth
quarter touchdowns, one an 11-yard pass
from Griffin to Mike Gallagher and the
other a 6-yard run by Bourassa, putting the
Black Bears away.
"In the fourth quarter we played a little
harder and with more intensity and it was
good to see Griffin come back and play
well because he did not play well in the
first half," Bowes said.
Carl Smith, who left the game in the
;fourth qu.Mer with a bruised right shoul-
der, finished the game with 46 yards on II
carries and is looking f pr some answers to
UMaine's 0-3 start.
"I don't know what to say. We just have
to put the finishing touches on our game,"
he said. "You learn from your mistakes
and we will get it together."
Anyone intersted in writing
for the Maine Campus Sports
Department should call Jeff
Pinkham or Erika Hurtubise
at 581-1268.
K BEAR STAGE
DO'AH
Featuring "World Music" - original compositions played on more than 70 instruments
from around the world. With 5 albums to their credit, DO'AH ,has performed with
Dizzy Gillespie, Richie Havens and Tom Rush, and appeared in Lincoln Center and
Carnegie Recital Hall.
ednesday, September 26 8 p.m., Hauck Auditorium
UNION
BOARD $5.00 general admission
Tifkets available at the Hauck Auditorium Box officei,
8a.m. - 4:30p.m. and at the door
Sponsored by The Union Board, The Division of Student Affairs,
University of A4aine
dio
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Women's soccer dominates UMPI
by Shelley Danforth
Staff Writer
The University of Maine women's soc-
cer team put on an offensive and defensive
show for family and friends Sunday, in
beating the University of Maine at Presque
Isle 4-0. •
UMaine is now 1-4 while UMPI dropped
to 2-4.
UMaine struck first thirteen minutes into
the game as Lisa Couture scored her sec
ond goal of the season from an Elisa Finer
pass. UMaine went up 2-0 when Tiffany
Mosher punched in an unassisted goal.
In the secon4 half, with 1:27 left, Lisa
Mazerolle put in a pass from Kellie Lee-
man. Thirty-six seconds later, Nicole
MacMillan scored an unassisted goal, her
second goal of the season to make the score
4-0.
UMaine recorded 26 shots on goal to go
along with five post shots.
UMaine goalies Nicole Ricci and Shan-
non Danforth had the day off as neither
player was forced to make a save.
"Lately the (goal) post has been our friend
but today it was our enemy," said UMaine
coach Moira Buckley. Buckley said she
was happy to see what her offense could
L Maine's Lisa Maierolle cends the ball down field agenst UMPI on Sunday
afternoon (Photo b% John Baer)
Catching Rays
4
SPECIAL
12 TANS FOR
ONLY $30.00
Plus bring this
coupon for 2
extra tanning
sessions
expires 12/31/90
do. The big challenge to a team and coach
is to have the offense and deense show up
to play on the same day.
Buckley got to see that too. UMaine put
constant pressure on goalie Jodi Ahearn as
almost the entire game was played in UMPI
territory.
Ahearn turned in a fine performance
holding U Maine lo four goals.
"I'm proud of the team," said UMPI
coach Susan Houghton. "They played
tough against a good Division I team.
Maine's got some quick and talented play-
ers. They move the ball around very well."
"We played good defensively. We never
gave the ball up in a bad position. Our
fullbacks got the ball upfield, one of them
even scored," Buckley said.
"We got the shots and we won."
Buckley sees the upcoming week as a big
one for her team. Colby College comes to
UMaine on Wednesday and the University
of Southern Maine visits UMaine on Fri-
day. UMaine travels to play the University
of Vermont on Saturday.
"We've got a big week ahead of us.
We've just got to concentrate and play our
game," Buckley said.
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GRAND REOPENING OF OUR NEW
TWO STORY FACILITY
25 South Main Street, Old Town
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
-Featuring —
ON THE UPPER LEVEL: TANNING, AEROBICS,
BEGINNERS EXERCISE, CARDIOVASCULAR EQUIPMENT, FITNESS AND Fl
WEAR
ON THE LOWER LEVEL: FULL FREE WEIGHT ROOM, JUICE BAR, LOUNGE,
BIG SCREEN T.V. (MON. NITE FOOTBALL)
WE NOW HAVE 3 TANNING BEDS AND 1 BOOTH
COMING SOON
SHOWERS, LOCKERS, SAUNA AND HOT TUB
CALL 827-3212 FOR MORE INFORMATION;.
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ATTENTION STAFFORD /GM, BORROWERS
New Changes td Federal regulations require that all new
borrowers under the Stafford/GSL and Supplemental
Loan for Students/SLS attend an entrance interview/loan
counseling session. This affects ONLY those students
who have borrowed or will borrow a Stafford/GSL or
Supplemental Loan for Students/SLS for the FIRST TIME
at the University of Maine during the 1990-1991
academic year. Those students who have borrowed under
these programs at the University of Maine during prior
years are exempt from these new requirements.
If you are a new borrower, you WILL NOT receive your
Stafford/GSL check until you have attended an entrance
interview/loan counseling session. If you have already
attended one of these sessions at the Orono campus, you
will not be required to attend again.
IMTE PLACE
EFA Room, Union
Sutton, Lounge, Union
RAZC
TIME
6:00pin
3:30pm
NOBODY FAMOUS DRINKS IT.
GET A CAN OF RAZCAL FOR
• OFFER GOOE1 UNTIL 11/15/90
LIMIT ONE CAN PER CUSTOMER
1 .`-',)NurAASWIET.DIET WITH 100 ,,,t.:,. r--•,.. 't
wine ire • op..* •01 • 11..1101.
.4 •.
oft: es•  any to*. wire,
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Workers from Kuwait find
few jobs, and
By Terry Leonard
Associated Press Writer
AL- WIHDAT, Jordan (AP)_ In this dusty
Palestinian refugee camp, a soft-spoken
victim of the invasion of Kuwait calculat-
ed the hefty losses in his young life with a
shrug and prayer for peace.
Isam Al-Absi is 24, homeless, stateless
and, quite suddenly, poor.
In the fallout of the Aug. 2 invastion, he
is among the faceless numbers forced to
survive on their wits, without recourse to
government aid.
While world attention has focused on the
military standoff in the Persian Gulf and
the plight of Asian refugees in desert camps,
tend of thousands of Hordanians and Pal-
estinians have returned from Kuwait to
find jobs scarce and hope waning.
"In Kuwait we were stable," said Al-
Absi. "We were set up-in our jobs. We had
good careers, cats, homes. Everything
was complete for us. And now, we don't
have a home, we don't have careers, we
don't have cars."
The young civil engineer, whose family
fled Palestine to Jordan in 1948, said he
left Kuwait on Tuesday, reached Jordan
the next day and !lopes eventually to join
his family in Cairo, Egypt. They were
vacationing there when Iraq attacked Ku-
wait.
Authorities in Amman estimate that had
the 120,000 Jordanians working in Kuwait
and an unknown number of Palestinians
are returning to Jordan, which- is itself
s
little hope
facing economic catastrophe from the Per-
sian Gulf crisis.
Finance Minister Basel Jardaneh said
Jordan is considering what it can do to
help. But for now it has no aid program.
Government officials are worried about
how to absorb such huge numbers in a
country where unemployment is already
officially estimated at 15 percent and where
the economy is teetering on the brink of
collapse.
"Nobody can find a job here," Moham-
med Sabti said glumly as he stood before
his family's cement-block house on a rocky
hillside in the small town of Awagan.
The 22-year-old Jordanian said he lost
his job selling used cars in Kuwait because
all the cars were stolen from the dealership
after the invasion.
Sabti, who holds a university degree in
hotel management, said he has failed to
find a job in Jordan and plans to return to
occupied Kuwait in two weeks to look for
work.
"If I could find a job here that would pay
a salary of even 100 Joidanian dinars (about
$160) a month, I'd stay," he said.
Prince Sadruddin Aga Khan, the U.N.
secretary-general's special envoy for hu-
manitarian assistance in the gulf crsis,
said last week that the Palestinian and
Jordanian workers, along with thousands
of Asian refugees, have to be considered
victims of the crisis.
"For allthese people, it's a broken dream.
All of them tell the same story. They
became destitute overnight." he said.
Dazzle your friends!
Be a phottapher with the
Main Campus.
Contact J.B. Baer at 581-1270
Develop Your Film at
the Union!
$10 User Fee per Semester.
Make arrangements on Tuesdays, I Oam- I 2pm
or Thursdays. I:30-3:30pm at The Union
Board, first floor, Memorial Union
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Food continued from page 1
areobics, Stairrnasters, gyms, drugs.
Dieting is a pan of the mainstream; going
off a diet is failing.
That philosophy is part of the problem,
according to therapists who say food rep-
resents other problems. If people learned
to eat to ease hunger for food, rather than
hunger for love or something else, most
eventually would reach a weight that's
good for them, they say.
Financially, emotionally and physically,
Americans are paying for being so persis-
tently and obsessively focused on an ideal
they will most likely never attain. Why?
For one thing, women, and men to a
lesser extent, are victims of a culture that
worships a sylphlike figure to the virtual
exclusion of other body types.
"You can't work with women and not
work with eating problems, body image,"
says Andrea Gitter, a therapist at the
Women's Therapy Center Institute in New
York City who specializes in eating
problems.
"It touches vierybody's insecurity. The
underlying message is that you're not OK
as you are," said Clines, who was a com-
pulsiv`e eater until she learned to eat to
satisfy physical hunger rather than to stave
off guilt, loneliness or other emotional
longings.
Women often believe tha; if they are thin,
if they control their appetites, they will be
happy, loved and respected, Kim Chemin
writes in —The Obsession."
Losing weight, Hillel Schwartz arguke in
his book "Never Satisfied," has become
"the modem expression of an industrial
MacKenzie Ravvrliffe reaches out to feed
afternoon on the Mall. (Photo by Scott I
>Family
excrete on.
society confused by its own desires and
therefore never satisfied."
The obsession strikes girls early. A 1986
study in San Francisco found that of 500
girls in grades 4 to 12, almost 80 percent of
10- and 11-year-olds reported dieting to
lose weight.
And many parents have overreacted to
researchers' warnings that television-ad-
dicted children grow obese; nutritionisti
had to admonish parents not to take all tht
fat out of their children's diets.
That provides a glimpse at one of the
strange aspects of America's obsession
with weight; one need pot be overweight to
live a lifetime dieting.
Few people feel content with their bod-
ies.
A sort of daily tally sheet is set up: An
hour pedaling equals a dish of Haagen
Dazs. No breakfast makes fries OK at
lunch. A husky guy buys a bag of chips,
stuffs a few handfuls in his mouth and
tosses the bag into a sidewalk trash bin
before he eats too many.
Every ounce that Oprah Winfrey or Liz
Taylor gain or lose is watched by an
America gleeful that the famous are no
better than we are at keeping thin.
Most people believe that thin people get
paid better, get more dates, live longer,
have fewer diseases. But Chemin notes
this sense of well-being is Precarious, since
most of those who lose weight put it all
back and more.
The solution remains as elusive as the
diet that lets you eat what you want and
lose weight.
a sheep at the organizational fair Saturday
continued from page I
Finally after two hours of anxious antic-
ipation Eula Chose rectangle number 70
and made Polly Camp of Orono $50 richer.
Eula was donated by the University Farm
and all beneas will go to the United Way.
Another area of interest seemed to be the
75 foot ladderthe University of Maine Fire
Department was displaying and allowing
es'corted climbs on. Some dared to reach
the top while Others turned around about
half way due to gusty winds.
The University Flying Club display was
distributing information to those who have,
an interest in flying or wish to pursue their
flying license.
Vinal Applebee, maintenance officer of
the club, said the club is "challenging and
a lot of fun."
At approximately 1 p.m. the area of inter-
est sss itched form the the Mall to Alutriw
field where the University of Maine Black
Bears hosted the University of New
Hampshire Wildcats.
The Black Bears looked promising until
late in the fourth quarter when the Wild-
cats scored twice to defeat the Black Bears
28 to 20.
The Wildcats improved their record to 3-
0 while the Black Bears slipped to 0-3.
A UMaine Legacy Post-Game Recep-
tion was held from 3:30 P.m.-6 p.m. in
Crossland Alumni Center.
Here guests had a chance to meet UM
President Dale Lick, members of the
Alumni Association
ation President Ro!
Other events ins i.
lion Antique. Colic
ket inside the 1- '
,
1,1 Alumni Associ-
Bishop.
d the Fall Exposi-
Neian- cl Craft Mar-
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Classified Advertising
'84 Renault Alliance
Excellent Condition. 5
speed. Asking $1200.
Call 487-2475 after
6pm
Keyboard and New
Adapter - Casiotone
310: 4 chord, bass,
arpeggio patterns; 12
built - in insruamental,
sounds, rythms. $95.
Call 866-4872
1980 Datsun 210
Brand new tires.
New drive shale
Very reliable. Good
for anothor 10,900
miles. $700 OR 11/t
866-59
Olds Cutlass Supreme
1985 V-8 Very good
condition. All electric.
$3500 or 13/0
826-5966
Emerson Refrigerator
- for sale, $70. 3.1
cubic feet. Excellent
condition. Call:
827-8388 or 827-5602
1<",•''', SAAB 900
wilage. radial
;,:es, sports seat
covers, tape. - am;
frn. $2500 or IV(
li66-5957
TCP
I'M SORRY. NO I'M
NOT. THANK YOU
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
LOVE, PG.
BeginnersGuitar Les1
▪ sons - Its easy! 30'
I minutes for $10or Sii
1 for 1 hour. In youi
▪ home. Jim 843-6241"
ores
Orono Thrift Shop
[urn right onto
Pine St. 2nd right to
Birch
Open Wednesdays
11-4
Orono Thrift shop
Help
Campus Reps Needed
Earn FREY trip and big
commisions by selling
vacation pacxages to
Cancun, Mexico,
- Nassau/Paradise Is-
land, Bahamas & ,1a-
maica. For more in-
formation call toll tree
in or out of C0rinecr
cut at 800-283-8767
Best fundraiser on
campus!
Looking for a frater-
nity, sorority jr stu-
dent organiiation that
would like to make
$500- $.10(Xr for a one
week on campus mar-
keting project. Must
be organized and hard
working. Call,len niter
or Kevin at
800-592-2121.
Need extra income for
1990? Earn $500-
51000 weekly, stuffing
envelopes. For details
rush $1.00 with SASE
to: 0111 Group, 7121-
Laurall Hill, Orlando
EL. 47,818
Misc.
TRAVEL FREE
Quality vacations to
exotic destinations!
The most affordable
Spring Break packages
to Jamaica and
Cancun. Fastest way
to free travel and $W
1-800-426-7710
Lost
Near Deering Hall
parking lot. 3 books
on mushrooms. If
found, please contact
Dr. Richard Homola at
211 Deering Hall.
581-2982'
Wan ed
Trip organizers
A ITENTION: Frater-
nities, Sororities.
Clubs, and Individu-
als. Trip organizers
wanted for fantastic
Ski and Sun Tours.
Earn cash commisions
and/or go for free. Call
the #1 company in
college travel, Moguls
Ski andSun Tours, Inc.,
1-8(X)-666-4857.
ENTREPRENEUR?
TYPE 'A' PERSONAII(1
EARN UP TO
$4,000
Gain management
experience on cam-
pus. Set your own
hours. Earn from
S2,t)00 - $4,0(X) dur-
ing this semeste,r.
Call Now "
1-8 0 0- 9 0-8 4 72
ext2ti
••••
Buy one
Maine Campus
• Classified Advertisement
get one for 1/2 price!
(,-;0(xl until September 24, 1990
You are one of over
12,000 people reading
this.
Maine Campus
C;lassified Advertisements3 Lines
Issues
Dollars!
_EARN EXTRA CASH
WITH THE PUSH
OF A PIN
Put up posters sGth
appli( ation fi)fru,;
VISA \taster( :.11;!,.:1
other natio/)J;
(..t.ntson campus. And
cam up to 52 for
response. It's that easy
Gall 1-800-9S0-1017
Ext. 7ti
WE NEED
SELF-MOTIVATE D
STUDENTS.
EARN UP TO 410/HR
Market credit cards on
campus. Flexible
hours. Only 10 posi.
bons available.-
Call Now
1-800-950-8472 Ex. 20
Computer Graphics
specialist
Get involved in t:,ne
of the most excitirrg
industries
Use your :
• earn r;;,,, n..
r
th r
Call 581-1273 today
monowt 111P1
ii
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INOUROPINION,
ACOLLEGE
CAMPUS OUGHT
TOBETRE
LAST PLACE
ONEARTHYOU'D
EXPECTIOFIND
IniUMANRIGHTS
MOLATIONS.
Every aay, the rights of countless
students are violated, not by some militaryjunta, but by someone they know, In fact,
the number of reported date rapes on
America's college campuses has risen
sharply. How many go unreported is any-body's guess.
Yet, while date rape may be all
too commonplace an occurrence,
there's absolutely no place for it
'"
at Delta Tau Delta.
As a fraternity that values
human rights and the dignity and
worth of every human being,
we're committed to developing
and reinforcing moral character.
Every Deft is expected to
neitta Tau Deka Eallicanaled Found's'," ),
41 ,,
db„,}2111.4..
adhere to the highest standards of brother-
hood, to act with integrity and virtue, and
to respect and honor the rights of others.
us, a college campus is a place for
students, not victims; a place that inspiresdreams, not nightmares. It is a place forfutures, not force; a place where the basic
rights of each and every individual
are held in the hi&nest esteem.Anything that violates those rights
is an anathema.
At Delta Tau Delta, we
detest sexual harassment of any
kind, we abhor all date rape, and
we recognize and accept the
important role we.can and must
play in stopping it
DELTA TM DELTA
UPCOMING RUSH FUNCTIONS
Tuesday, September 25 Dinner with Alpha Phi Sorority
Thursday, Sept. 27 Special Guest Speaker - UM Hockey Coach Shawn Walsh
Wednesday, October 3 Dinner
The
AWLS
ASAP's student weekly calendar for
BIER 
Sept. 19 to Sept. 26
weekend • so tember 21, 22, 23, 1990
This year the festivities include:
• Opening address by Dale Lick
• Organizational fair along the Mall
• Navajo Day at the Hudson Museum
• Lobster feast & UMaine football vs. UNH
• Planetarium shows
• Avner the Eccentric at the MCA
• Live Music by "The Boyz'" at the Bear's Den
Wednesday, September 19 to Wednesday, September 26
MOVIES
Wednesday 19
12:00p.m. No Popcorn Cinema. The
World According to Garp. Sutton
Lounge, Memorial Union. Free.
12:10 p.m. Hudson Mucscum Film.
Seasons of the Navajo. Bodwell Dining
Area, Maine Center for the Arts.
2:00 p.m. Peace Corp Film. Let It Begin
Here. Film follows the lives of three
Peace Corps volunteers in Morocco,
Mali, and Honduras. If you are
interested in the Peace Corp, please
attend. Ham Room, Memorial Union.
Call 581-3209 for more information.
4:30 p.m. Hudson Muescum Film.
Seasons of the Navajo. Part of the
exhibition, "Forgotten Connections:
Maine's role in the Mavajo Textile
Trade, 1880— 1930." Bodwell Dining
Area, Maine Center for the Arts.
Thrusday 20
7:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema. 91/2
Weeks. Commuter Lounge, Memorial
Union. Sponsored by TUB. Free.
Friday 21
6:30 p.m. Feature Film. Cadillac Man
With Robin Williams. Hauck
Auditorium, Memorial Union.
Sponsored by TUB & ROC. $.50
admission w/Student ID.
7:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema. Local
Hero. Commuter Lounge, Memorial
Union. Sponsored by TUB. Free.
7:00 p.m. Planetarium Show. Life
Beyond Earth. Examines the search for
extra-terrestrial life. Wingatc Hall. Call
581-1341 for reservations. Admission/
Free to students.
9.00 p.m. Feature Film. Cadillac Man.
With Robin Williams. Hauck
Auditorium, Memorial Union.
Sponsored by TUB & ROC. $.50
admission w/Student ID.
Saturday 22
6:30 p.m. Feature Film. Cadillac Man.
With Robin Williams. Hauck
Auditorium, Memorial Union.
Sponsored by TUB & ROC. $.50
admission w/Student ID.
7:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema. The
World According to Garp. Commuter
Lounge, Memorial Union. Sponsored
by TUB. Free.
9:00 p.m. Feature Film. Cadillac Man.
With Robin Williams. Hauck
Auditorium, Memorial Union.
Sponsored by TUB & ROC. $.50
admission w/Student ID.
Monday 24
12:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema. The
Pink Panther. Sutton Lounge, Memorial
Union. Sponsored by TUB. Free.
Tuesday 25
12:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema.
Manhattan. Sutton Lounge, Memorial
Union. Sponsored by TUB. Free.
Wednesday 26
12:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema. High
Plains Drifter. Sutton Lounge, Memorial
Union. Sponsored by TUB. Free.
7:00 & 9:00 p.m. Feature Film. She-
Devil 130 Little Hall. Sponsored bx
TUB & ROC. Free.
Correction
In last week's issue we got the campus
emergency numbers wrong. Here are the
correct numbers.
Emergency 911
Public Safety Business # 581-4040
God knows what would have happened if
we messed up the number for Pat's Pizza.
The Apple Macintosh, the power to
be your best.
Special educational prices on
Apple Macintosh bundles and
software have been held over.
We offer bundles of Mac SE, SE/
30. Ilcx, and Ilds.
Stop by the Microcomputer
Re.lource Center, 11 Shibles Hall
for a demonstration.
1
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MEETINGS
Wednesday 19
10:00 a.m. — 2:00 p.m. Peace Corps
Informational Session. Look for our
table in the Memorial Union. If you arc
interested in the Peace Corp, please
attend. Followed by the Film Let It
Begin Here at 2:00 p.m. in the Ham
Room, Memorial Union. Call 581-
3209 for more information.
6:00 p.m. UMaine Wrestling Club
Meeting. Bear's Den, Memorial Union.
7:00 p.m. Enviromental Awareness
Club Meeting. 218 Nutting Hall.
Thursday 20
8:00p.m. Campus Crusade for Christ
Meeting. An interdenominational
student movement helping people grow
in Christ. Everyone welcome. South
Batigor Lounge, Memorial Union.
Tuesday 2.5
4:00p.m. Maine Peace Action
Committee 'Meeting. Every Tuesday.
Virtue Room, The Maples.
7:00 p.m. Pre-Law Society Meeting.
Do you want to go to Law School?
Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union.
Residential Li e
Still looking for
a place to live?
Live on Campus.
Mere are still spaces available.
• Coed and Single Sex Halls
/ Various Life-style Choices
▪ Various Meal Plans to Choose From
Graduate and Non-Traditional Students
Are 'OCTelcome
• Convenience • Safe
• Community • Service
• Comfortable • Social/
Spaces are now available in Colvin Hall,
Estabrookc Hall, York Hall and York Village.
Contact: Office of Residential 1.i1e
'Estabrook Hall
581-4584
.8 a.m. — 4:30 p.m.
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Wed. ly 19
12:15p.m. Women in the Curriculum
Lunch Series. Status of Women at the
University ofMaine: Where Are We?
Where Are We Going? By President Dale
Lick. Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union.
7:00 p.m. Faces of El Salvadore. Guest
Lecture and slide presentation by Jim
Harney, a photojournalist in El
Salvadore. Newman Center.
Thrusday 20
12:30 p.m Thces of El Salvadore. Guest
Lecture by r Harney, a photo-
journalist II Salvadorc. Sutton
Lounge, IN, orial Union.
Saturday 22
9:45 a.m. Welcome by Pres. Dale Lick
Part of Fun* & Friends Weekend.
Damn Yankee, Memorial Union.
Wednesday 26
12:15 p.m. Women in the Curriculum
Lunch Series. Status of Women at the
University of Maine: Progress and Plans
for the Future. By Vice President John
Hitt, Office of Academic Affairs.
Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union.
3:30 p.m. The ABC's of the Jewish
Holidays: A Guide Through the Jewish
Year and Rituals. By Rabbi Shoshana
Perry. Sutton Lounge, Memorial
Union.
Use the Campus Crier Ride Board.
Beginning next week the Crier will offer a
new service to students at the University of
Maine. Any student needing a ride or
wishing to share a ride can place a listing in
the Crier.
Send all listings through campus mail to:
Campus Crier, 16 Chadbourne Hall, or give
us a call at 581-4359
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Wednesday, September 19 to Wednesday, September 26
iKS
Wed sday 19
3:00p.m. UMaine Women's Tennis.
Black Bears vs. Bates College.
Saturday 22
11:00 a.m. UMaine Women's Tennis.
Black Bears vs. University of Vermont.
1:00 p.m. UMair' le Football. The Black
Bears face the University of New
Hampshire. Admission/Sports Pass.
Sunday 23
1:00 p.m. UMaine Men's Soccer. The
Black Bears face Boston University.
Admission/Sports Pass.
3:30 p.m. UMaine Women's Soccer.
The Black Bears vs. the University of
Maine at Presque Isle.
Monday 24
Swim Programs Begin. Seniors swim
program starts for those 55 and over.
Masters swim program starts for those
skilled swimmers who wish to work out
in a structured setting. To sign-up and
for more information about upcoming
intramural programs stop by the
Recreational Sports office, 140
Memorial Gym.
Listings will be run for two weeks and should
include the following information:
Ride Wanted or Riders Wanted
Where to:
When:
Share in Gas? Driving?
Name:
Phone 0:
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MUSIC
Thursday 20
a
9:00 p.m. Live Concert—
The Grandmothers.
Original members of Frank
Zappa's Mothers of
Invention at the Penny
Post. 11 Middle St.
Old Town.
Admission $6
-\ in advance, or
$7 at the
door. Tickets arc
available through WMEB or the Penny
Post.
Saturday 22
9:00 p.m. Live from the Union—The
Boyz. A night of live music from a
UMaine favorite. Bears Den, Memorial
Union. Sponsored by TUB.
Monday 24
12:15 p.m. Jazz and Lunch. Listen to
hot Jazz performed by UM students,
faculty, and guests. Bangor Lounges,
Memorial Union. Every Monday.
Sponsored by the Union Board.
Work Study
474
uder;,
A.S.A.P. is a student run Desktop
Publishing and Print Shop looking for
students to work in the following posi-
tions:
• Business Manager
• Page Designers
• Graphic Artists
• Writers
• Proof Reader;
If you are a student with a strong work
ethic and a commitment to quality,
A.S.A.P. is willing to provide you with
invaluable job training on state of the
art Apple Macintosh computers, using
the latest desktop publishing software.
The experience gained by working at
A.S.A.P. can greatly improve your job
marketability after graduation.
For more information call us at 581-
4359, or stop by and fill out an
application at 16 Chadbourne Hall.
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THE ARTS
Wednesday 19
7:00 p.m. Auditions for The House of
Blue Leaves. Maine Masque Theatre
will be holding open auditions for The
House of Blue Leaves, a dark comedy by
John Guare. Five male and Six female
roles. Newcomers welcome. Second
Floor Alumni Hall. Call 581-1963 for
more information.
Saturday 22
8:00 p.m. Avner the Eccentric. An
evening of mime, acrobatics and
comedy from "the thinking man's
clown." Hutchens Concert Hall, Maine
Center for the Arts. Admission, free to
students wishing to use their
Comprehensive Fee tickets.
RELIGION
Thursday 13
12:00p.m. Ecumenical Bible Study.
Every Thursday. Stodder Private Dining
Room.
Friday 14
12:00p.m. Moslem Prayer. Drummond
Chapel, Memorial Union.
Sunday 15
9:30a.m. Catholic Liturgies. Newman
Center.
11:15a.m. Catholic Liturgic;. Damn
Yankee, Memorial Union.
4:00p.m. Episcopal Eucharist.
Drummond Chapel, Memorial Union.
5:00p.m. Protestant Worship and
Celebration. Every Sunday. Followed
by a light supper. Wilson Center.
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9:00 p.m. Live Concert—The 6:30 p.m. Feature Film. CadillacGrandmothers. Original members of Man. Hauck Auditorium. $.50>it
0
Frank Zappa's Mothers of Invention
at the Penny Post. 11 Middle St.
admission w/Student ID.
Old Town. Admission $6 in >44 7:00 p.m. Planetarium Show. Lift1.0in
16
advance, or $7 at the door. Tickets
are available through WMEB or the 0
Beyond Earth. UMaine Planetarium,
Wingate Hall. Call 581-1341 forD Penny Post. 110 details and reservations. Admission/•
16
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Free to students.imiCPara
1:00 p.m. UMaine Football. The 1:00 p.m. UMaine Men's Soccer.Black Bears vs. UNH. The Black Bears face Boston
sis>1% 6:30 p.m. Feature Film. Cadtliac
University. Admission/Sports Pass.
V Man. Hauck Auditorium. 3:30 p.m. UMaine Women's"0
Soccer. The Black Bears vs. the8:00 p.m. Avner the Eccentric. University of Maine at Presque Isle.M
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Maine Center for the Arts.
9:00 p.m. Live from the Union
The Boyz. Bears Den.
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Admission/Sports Pass.
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MISC.
Thursday 20
7:30 p.m. Yoga and Meditation. Every
Thursday. Wilson Center, 67 College
Ave. Call 866-4227 for more
information.
Friday 21
4:00 p.m. International Coffee Hour.
Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union.
Saturday 22
9:45 a.m. Welcome by Pres. Dale Lick
Part of Family & Friends Weekend.
Damn Yankee, Memorial Union.
10:00 a.m. — 1:00 p.m. Organizational
Fair. Featuring exhibits sponsored by
over a hundred student organizations. -
Located along the Mall. Part of Family
and Friends Weekend.
10:00 a.m. — 3:00 p.m. Navajo Day.
Featuring demonstrations, traditional
foods and children's workshops. Part of
the exhibition, Forgotton Connections:
Maine's Role in the Navajo Textile Trade,
1880— 1930. Hudson Museum.
10:30 a.m. — 1:00 p.m. Lobster Feast.
Enjoy Maine lobster as part of Family &
Friends Weekend. Memorial Gym.
Sponsored by the Varsity Swim Team.
Advanced registration is required. Call
581-1826 for More details.
11:00 a.m. — 12:00 p.m. Open House
at the Roger Clapp Greenhouses. Part
of the Family & Friends Weekend.
Sunday 23
11:30 a.m. — 1:00 p.m. Picnic
Barbecue. Part of Family & Friends
Weekend. At the Athletic Fields.
Advanced registration is required. Call
581-1826.
1:00 p.m. Hirundo Wildlife Refuge
Tours. Given as part of Family &
Friends Weekend. Call 581-1826 for
more information.
